
RACKMAN FIRESPAN
Storing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) ineffectively can result in them becoming wet and soiled from 

the lack of ventilation after use and obstructed access when required in a hurry.

Based on hundreds of requests and feedback from fire stations and other emergency services units all across 
Australia, we created Firespan as a brand new, cost effective solution to extend the life of PPE.

With a modular product, it can be easily assembled to provide various layout options and is designed to 
adapt to the usual tight space restrictions within a units’ premises.
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Distributed Australia wide, dealing with our 
supplier directly

Available at 2000H x 600D x 600W (plus 
60mm per upright required) with mesh shelves

Individual storage compartments and 
optional mesh backing

Top and bottom shelf storage for foot and 
head gear

Top and bottom bay dividers to create 
300mm sections

FEATURES
Non-corrosive and easy to assemble kits

Organised and space saving storage with 
quick and easy access

360o aeration with uniform hanging space

A lightweight and robust structure

Easy to relocate and adjust

Medium to heavy duty coat hangers 
available

BENEFITS



RACKMAN FIRESPAN
TESTIMONIAL

All our firefighters are required to store their PPE in 
large gear bags which we can load onto the truck 

without having loose items.

However, after being out on the job or training all 
the gear would come back wet, if packed into bags 
immediately it would go mouldy causing a health 
issue. This led to people having to hang their gear 

off chairs to dry. Most off the shelf locker systems we 
were considering were far too expensive and lacked 

proper ventilation.
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I have used Rackman Australia for my own business 
and they supply Frontline Fire & Rescue Equipment 
(FFRE). They are easy to deal with, competitively 

priced and helpful.

SITUATION

TASK
We wanted a locker system that would give 

everyone their own space to store their bag but also 
allow gear to be hung out to dry.

ACTION

Firespan came in around half the price of the next 
best option and allowed significantly more flexibility 
and customization. My crew are stoked, especially 
now having their own space at the station as it has 

promoted a sense of pride in looking after their 
equipment.

A few people were concerned that it would look a 
bit ‘industrial’ but seeing it all together everyone is 

very satisfied.

Keep doing what you’re doing guys, thank you!

RESULT

MATT HOLLAND
BUSH FIRE BRIGADE, WITCHCLIFFE WA


